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Wok ‘n roll. 



Why DID the chicken wok across the road??? 



Hollywood’s wok of fame. 



Luke Skywokker 



Now, THAT’S moonwokking! 



A wok in the sun. 



Cat wok. 



Rx for exercise: 

 Wok 30 minutes, five times a week. 



Scotch on the woks. 



1.    Remember kids:  wok, don’t run! 
 
2.    At a cross wok. 



A wok in the park. 



Listening to my Wokman. 



What every Jewish mother believes:  
Their sons really do wok on water! 



Because your mine, I wok the lime… 



Wokking on sunshine... 



Wokky Raccoon. 



Wokking the dog. 



Wokking the dog (Take 2). 



Wok-a-bye baby. 



Just a wokkin’ with my baby... 



Getting my woks off! 



Wokkin’ in the rain. 



I wokked a mile for a camel. 



I’ve always enjoyed romantic woks on the beach. 



Wokkin’ tall  (6’9” to be exact!) 



Yessiree. There’s nothing like having a 
pretty girl wok on your back to make you 
feel good for the rest of the day! 



Woks for brains. 
 

(Alternatively):  Woks in the head. 



Wok this way... 



I’ve been told countless times not 
to wok the boat. I never listen... 



A long wok on a short pier. 
 

(Alternatively) Under the boardwok. 



Sitting near the wok of the bay wasting time... 



Creating a wok of art. 



Wok around the clock. 



The Wok of Life. 



Sometimes ya gotta wok the wok  
(and tok the tok). 



Wok, paper, scissors:  paper covers wok and 
scissors cuts paper... 



Hello, ladies! Let ME wok YOUR world! Call me! 
[Serious inquiries only, please.] 



Wokkin’ on Heaven’s door. 



Just like wok ‘em sock ‘em robots from 
our childhood. (He almost wokked my 
block off!) 



The big wok candy mountain. 
 

(alternatively:)  Wok candy. 



I don’t usually like to brag, but  
MY condo features a wok in closet! 



The Ministry of Silly Woks. 



Signs throughout the west warn  
"Beware of falling wok."  
(I never believed them.) 



Yikes! That wokslide barely missed us!!! 



See? I CAN wok and chew gum at the same time! 



This ham sandwich walks into a bar and orders a beer.  
Bartender tells him that "We don't serve no food here."  

Wokka wokka!!!!! 



Just a closer wok with thee O’ Lord! 



Wok of Ages cleft for me! 



Wok like an Egyptian. 



Wokkie-Talkie. 



Oysters Wokafeller 
(deconstructed) 



The Wok for the Cure. 



Wokking in a wicker wonderland! 



Wok like a man. 



Check out the wok on her finger! 
 (It must be at least a dozen carrots!) 



Ever since I was a kid,  
I’ve enjoyed skipping woks on water. 



What a day - damn near wokked my ass off! 



Whoa!  Wokkin’ down the highway! 
 

(Alternatively)  wokking the thin line. 



Lookee here - a genuine wokking horse! 



Wok y mountains. 



Wokkin’ Robin! 



No doubt about it;  
THESE boots ARE made for wokkin’! 



Grand Rounds Case Study: 57 y.o. w. male presents 
with fever, chills, dyspnea and a productive cough. 
Not bedridden. 
 
DX: Wokkin' pneumonia. 
 
PLAN: 
1. Z-Pak 
2. Pulmonary toilet measures 
F/U in 3 days at wok-in clinic. 



Wok on the wild side. 



The Chesire Cat had warned Alice about the 
extremely Dangerous Jabberwokky! 



San Diego City Wok. 



Wok star. 

About the Author 
When people are not paying him to see them naked as a family and 
sports medicine physician, dr. pearson spends his time performing 
close-up comedy and bar magic (among other pursuits). He is also the 
founder of “Sprained Angles,” producing fun products such as “The 
Original Chick Magnet!”  He resides in San Diego. 



About this book 
It all started at IKEA when I purchased an $8 wok on a lark and de-
cided to keep it in my car’s trunk, eying the future possibility of tak-
ing some fun photographs as situations arose. Many of these pictures 
were shot extemporaneously e.g. driving along a rural highway and 
passing a camel dairy, pulling over to take a picture. (I mean, who the 
heck drinks camel’s milk anyway???) 
 
All photographs were shot using a Panasonic Lumix DMC-ZS3 digital 
“point and shoot” camera from Costco. (I love this camera!)  Inciden-
tally, what you see in this book is what you get.  These are all actual 
posed pictures - none were “photo-shopped” for composition. Some 
were “cleaned up” using iPhoto on my Mac Powerbook. 
 

Thanks to: 
Howard Robinson, Allison Lovell, Michael Pearson for helping out with 
some of the photography and, in some cases, modeling. 
 
The other subjects who posed for me in the spirit of doing something 
fun and different! 
 
No animals were harmed in the production of this tome, although inno-
cent bystanders may have sustained psychic trauma. 
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